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I have received your communication dated February 11, 2016 re weiser project. I hae
 comments on page l as follows:
 
I want natural nature trees living there not fake lumberyard species that the fs wants to make
 money on logging and selling to china. fs is evil in its manipulation and attacks on nature. the
 alleged "desired conditions" are not natural. tey are manmade and certainly not natural at all. I
 reject them and consider them as moneymaking greed plans.
 
I note your plan to burn 24,000 acres. what a load of air pollution that is. you will cause
 endless human suffering with the results of burning being lung cancer, asthma, allergies,
 pneumonia, strokes and heart attacks. your pollute the air with fine particulate matter and
 cause deaths and hospitalizations. you are stupid in this planned air pollution and menacing to
 American people, since it goes east across this country.
 
I reject thinning. nature knows hot it needs to grow. the fact is much recent research shows
 trees talk to each other and reach out to each other. we don't want this manmade artificial evil
 thinning. you are menacing and attacking th enatural growth of trees. you need to educate
 yourself on recent research.
 
I reject l0 acres size openings, you are evedidently tgrying to encourage the growth of deer
 which love such openings. you are deliberabely attacking nature to grow deer populations.
 stop this assault on the nature of growth. all u.s. values are harmed by this stupid plan.
 
as to page 2:
 
I reject improvement of cabin creek campground facilities. no need for this out of control
 spending. no need for any of this out of control spending. this is a rip off of general taxpayers.
 there is too much  wasteful spending and attack o nature in this plan. this appears to be amake
 work project so that local employees can make overtime and higher salaries and monies, as
 well as givebacks to locals at the expense of the national owners of this land. this comment is
 for the public record. please receipt. jean publiee 




